
Second user trial completed—The Healthbots team has recently completed its se-
cond user trial at Selwyn Village. A pilot study was conducted prior to Christmas and the
trial commenced on the 5th of January. Trials include :

Activity monitoring in which Selwyn participant wore activity bracelets, in the event a
resident falls, a signal was transmitted wirelessly to an iPad and the robot and a caregiver
were alerted to the location of the resident.

Private spaces and Medication Management - For two weeks, Charlie the robot visited
residents in their room to remind them to take their medication. Residents could measure
their vital signs, and use Charlie’s entertainment and brain fitness modules.

Open spaces - Residents, family members and staff could interact with Charlie in a public
setting. Charlie was available  for three hours each day in the Lichfield lobby. The study
investigated how people responded to the robot in this situation.

Kumanu Partnership Programme – Kumanu is the industry partnering programme
of Auckland UniServices Limited dedicated to the University of Auckland research on the
use of technology to improve the care provided to seniors and those with long term con-
ditions. You can access the Kumanu website at

http://www.kumanu.com/

A Special Thanks to the Healthbots team members who contributed to the trial and to
Selwyn village for their help and support for all of the work. A big thank you also, to Hay-
den Paul, Jiao Xie and Jun Kim for their work as UniServices interns in  producing an up-
dated business plan for the Healthbots project and researching the commercialisation po-
tential of healthcare robotics.
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Healthbots is a joint Research Project between
UniServices/The University of Auckland and the
Electronic and Telecommunications Research
Institute in Korea (ETRI).  This is a multi-
disciplinary team made up of 22 researchers from
The University of Auckland and ETRI in Korea.



“The Healthbots group at the University of Auckland has the research
expertise to understand the complexities of the healthcare system and is
one of the few research groups around the world to fully realise the
potential of interactive mobile robots “ Chandan Datta

Researcher profile: Chandan Datta

Q1.   What was it that interested you about the Healthbots project?
The true meaning of Cybernetics as it was envisioned by its creators is being realized now in projects I’ve worked on
around the world integrating domains of  artificial intelligence, computer vision, mechatronics, cognitive neuroscience,
robotics and control systems, information technology,  and user centred interaction and design.  These projects have
shown me that robotics as an interdisciplinary research field now is principally application-driven and an application
area which in recent times has drawn great attention is healthcare and wellness. It is clear that wellness-related technol-
ogies are converging in an online environment and robotics can be is used to support healthcare delivery mechanisms
to improve efficacy, safety and quality of life. The Healthbots group at the University of Auckland has the research ex-
pertise to understand the complexities of the healthcare system and is one of the few research groups around the
world to fully realise the potential of interactive mobile robots for wellness monitoring in the elderly. This was the kind
of environment and testbed I was looking for as the next step in deploying real world robots.

Q2.   What is your role within the Healthbots project?
My doctoral research focuses on the exploration of technologies to design ubiquitous 'end user-centric' applications on
the Healthbot. End-user programmability is currently not systematically approached in social robotics as a mechanism
for addressing adaptability and unpredictable changeability in domain-specific applications like the ones on our
Healthcare robot. Personalization of healthcare services by end user leads to user empowerment and self-awareness
and the useful data the domain experts bring from our field trials enables me to develop programming tools to achieve
this goal. I’ve also been involved in running the field trials at the Selwyn retirement village.

Q3.   Where is the Healthbots project at now?
We finished a key long term field trial starting from December 2010 to March 2011 in independent and dependent liv-
ing at Selwyn Village. The data from the trial would be important to justify the robot’s requirements for the next step of
the research.
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This is a joint research project to bring together expertise of ETRI's robots with some of The University of

Auckland’s research capabilities, while partnering with Korean and New Zealand Companies.  The research

objective is to evolve the healthcare available for older people by custom designed robotic technology.

Applications are being designed to help with repetitive tasks such as vital sign monitoring, dispensing of

medications and fall detection.  These objectives will be achieved by research into the areas of health in-

formatics, speech generation, vital signs monitoring, robots in organisations, medication management

support, psychological factors, wireless propagation, indicators to falls in older people and integration.
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Chandan Datta is a  PhD Student of  Electrical and Computer Engineering at the University of Auckland. He

speaks with us today in depth about his role in the Healthbots project
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